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Police Detective Ted Hinton has a murder to solve, but is unsure that the suspect they have in custody is the
killer. But, how to prove it, especially, when an angry mob shows up at the City Jail to take his prisoner out

and hang him for the crime? Thats when an old friend, Texas Ranger Sergeant A.J. Morales shows up.
Morales is a former Dallas cop who left the force to join the Marines during the First World War. Returning to
a hero's welcome he was offered a job as a Texas Ranger, and he accepted. Ten years of chasing banditos

through the Rio Grande Valley, or putting corrupt officials behind bars has produced a man tough as nails and
good with a gun. Morales has survived being shot, stabbed, or clubbed a dozen times and is unafraid to face
the mob. He is even less afraid to take on the real killers who committed MURDER IN DEEP ELLUM. But,
can he do so before his star witness is murdered? And, can he overcome the treachery he will face in the city

he used to serve?

In mid2006 local papers had begun to report the neardemise of the neighborhood as a large percentage of the
longtime livemusic venues had closed that year leaving mostly clubs oriented more towards hip hop and
other music dancing and drinking and radically altering. In this roundup of Dallas news a suspect was

arrested for a highprofile rappers murder. A week after a man was shot and killed in the popular arts district
one suspect has been arrested two others have not.

Ellum

Lee Murder in Deep Ellum por Brick Jordan disponible en Rakuten Kobo. Battaglia called Pearle from the
apartment. On the night of August 28th 15yearold TyLen Bell was out with friends on Elm Street near North

Crowder when. Deandre wright 17 and Jasmine Williams 29 are charged with capital murder. Shamar
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Anderson 19 was arrested Aug.
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